
ViPER: User Guide



ViPER stands for Video for Personal Electronic Reflection. This online tool gives you access to a collection of videos 
assembled for you. It allows you write your own analyses and reflections of the videos in your collection. You can 
either choose to keep these private, only viewable from within your account, or you can share the page containing the 
video and analysis with someone else. Depending on how the administrator has configured ViPER, you may have the 
option to compare two videos whilst composing your analysis. Whichever version you use, you will be able to create a 
web page containing the video(s) and your analysis, which you can then share with others.

More information about the background to ViPER and its development is available at the following websites:

• Ensemble Project: www.ensemble.ac.uk 

• ensemble@ljmu: www.ensembleljmu.wordpress.com 

Welcome to ViPER!

Getting started 
To get started with ViPER you need

• a computer with internet access and a web browser 

• a Gmail account. If you donʼt have one, you can create one by going to www.google.co.uk, selecting Gmail 
from the bar at the top of the screen, and following the instructions.

• the link for your ViPER site. The system administrator will have set this up for you.

ViPER Account Details

Gmail address: ___________________________________

ViPER link: _______________________________________

Depending on how your system has been configured there may be some visual differences 
between the examples of ViPER shown in this guide, and the version you are using. Some 
users will see two video viewing areas, and will therefore be able to view and analyse two 
videos simultaneously. Other users will only see one viewing area, as illustrated here, but the 
processes for using the system are identical for both.

Important Note
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Logging in

Enter your Gmail 
address and 
password and click 
Sign In. This will 
redirect you to your 
ViPER homepage, 
which should 
resemble the one 
below.

The link to your 
ViPER site will show 
a page similar to the 
one to the left. Click 
on the Login button 
to display a page like 
the one below:

Click on the quill 
pen icon labelled 
Analysis Manager.

The Editor tab is set as 
the default, but you 
probably wonʼt want to 
use this window straight 
away. 

Instead, start by clicking 
on the Videos tab.



The Video tab displays 
thumbnails of all 
available videos with 
some basic information 
about title, date, and 
category. The Clips tab 
contains shorter 
sections of some videos.

As there may be a lot of 
thumbnails in these 
tabs, you may want to 
refine the content using 
the Video Filters/Clip 
Filters on the right.

Each filter box has a different heading, for example ʻRouteʼ, ʻSourceʼ, 
ʻGeographical Areaʼ, which have been set by the system administrator. Click 
on the categories in the boxes to filter out just those videos. You will see that 
information in the other boxes updates as you do this, which in itself can 
enable you to ask interesting questions of the data contained here. 

Note that not all the categories may be visible - use the scroll bars to see the 
ones hidden from view.

If you would like to know how many videos are within that category, this 
information is listed alongside, for example, ʻ19 Physical Educationʼ.  You 
can now go through each information box to refine your search.

Once you have chosen the video or clip you want to play, either:

Drag the video thumbnail to the video viewing area, like this: Or click the play button in the top left corner of the 
thumbnail.

Videos and clips will start to play automatically. 
To replace them with another, just repeat the 
process - you donʼt have to empty the viewing 
area first. If you want to do this to clear your 
selection, simply refresh the page.

Viewing



Writing analyses

ViPER allows you to write an analysis of the video at the relevant 
point, and to share that analysis with others. 

Underneath the video viewing area there are two buttons, @start time 
and @ current time. 

To start your analysis at the beginning of the video or clip you have 
chosen, click @start time. 

This will take you back to the  Editor tab you saw when you logged in.

You can now type your analysis into the 
Comment box as the video plays (or, if you 
prefer, you can pause the video and type).

When you have finished, remember to give 
your analysis a title, and then to click Save.

Clicking on the Analyses tab will show you 
a list of your own personal analyses, as 
shown below.

To go back to the editor tab and revise or add to 
your analysis, click Edit.

Clicking the cross will delete the analysis from the list.

The three buttons on the right of the box enable you 
to edit, share or delete your analysis. Sharing is 
discussed on the next page.

If you donʼt want to begin your comment at the start of the video, then click @current time within the Analysis 
Manager when the video reaches the point you want to start. Then, follow the same procedures outlined above. 



Sharing analyses

Your analysis remains private to you, until you share the page with someone else. In this way, many users can write 
analyses of the same clip or video without ever seeing what the others have written. 

On the other hand, you might want to share your analysis with others, and ViPER 
makes it easy to do this. To share your analysis, click Link, in the top right of the box 
in the Analyses tab. This generates a page like the one below.

Your title here

Your comments here

Your name here

To play the video, drag and drop the thumbnail into the viewing area above. 

To enable someone else to see your page, copy the URL (web address, circled in blue below) and send it to them. 
When they click on it they will be able to see your analysis, but not change or edit it. You can do this as many times 
as you want to.





Contact details:

Ensemble Project   
Professor Patrick Carmichael     

School of Education      

Pathfoot Building      

University of Stirling      

Stirling        

FK9 4LA       

   
Email: patrick.carmichael@stir.ac.uk

    

Ensemble continuation projects

Dr Kate Litherland

Faculty of Education, Community and Leisure

Liverpool John Moores University

Barkhill Road

Liverpool

L17 6BD

Email: k.litherland@ljmu.ac.uk 
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